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DISCLAIMER

The views, opinions and/or findings contained in this report are those
of the author and should not be construed as an official Department of
the Army position, policy, or decision, unless so designated by other
official documentation.
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FOREWORD

This memorandum considers the role played by the Red Army as an
instrument of functional integration of all Soviet non-Russian nations
and nationalities. The author asserts that the Army appears to be
effective in attitudinal integration of autonomous and smaller
nationalities, but has had little effect in counteracting ethnic

4 nationalism of major union republic nations She concludes that
although this failure in attitudinal integration does not seem to be at
present an important vanable in the combat effectiveness of Soviet
armed forces, it is perceived as a weakness in the Army and in the
society at large.

The Military Issues Research Memoranda program of the Strategic
Studies Institute, US Army War College, provides a forum for the
timely dissemination of analytical papers. This memorandum is being
published as a contribution to the field of national security research
and study. The data and opinions presented are those of the author and
in no way imply the endorsement of the College, Department of the
Army, or the Department of Defense.

c
:1fa*LL~

ROBERT C. GASKILL
Brigadier General, USA
Deputy Commandant
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I
RED ARMY AS THE INSTRUMENT

OF NATIONAL INTEGRATION

Our Army Is brought up in the spirit of deep loyalty to the Socialist
Motherland , to the Ideas of peace and lnternatlona lisni and to the Ideas of
the friendship of the peoples. This Is where the Soviet Army differs from
the bourgeois armies; this is -why the Soviet people love their Army and are
proud of It.
Secretary General Leonld Brezhnev, reporting to the 25th Congress of the
CPSU, February 24, 1976.

In the multiethnic Soviet society the Red Army (Soviet Armed
Forces since 1938) is undoubtedly one of the most important
instru ments of national Integration, but the model to which Soviet
soldiers are assimilated is basically that of a Russian soldier. The still
predominantly Russian character of the Soviet armed forces reflects the
demographic realities (the Russians, in 1970, constituted 53 perce nt of
the Soviet population), the military traditions of the Tsar lst army that
have continued strongly to Influence the Red Army’s character , and the
qualitative hegemony the Russians ei~joy in the Soviet polit ical life and
In the society at large.l In the Soviet theory and practic e the Russians
are considered to be “the leading nation ,” and the one organization

• where this Is demonstrated most clearly is the Red Army .
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The Red Army’s ethnic base is wider than that of the old Imperial
Army, which excluded 45 nationalities from the draft. 2 All the Soviet
nations and nationalities (102 were listed in the 1970 Census) are
subject to universal military service. Twenty one of them, in addition to
the Russians , number more than one million people; of those the
Ukrainian s are the most numerous , with 40 million people and 17
percent of the Soviet population, followed by the Uzbeks and the
Belorussians , each nine million strong (see Table 1).

Soviet military historian s divide the history of the Red Army into
three basic periods , four , if the prefederation period is counted: 3 a
preliminary stage between the Revolutio n and the formation of the
USSR; stage one between the military reforms of 1924 and 1938; stage
two , started in 1938 which continue d, roughly, until the mid- SO’s; and
the current stage , which is said to have begun with the consolidation of

• the milita ry might of the Socialist countries in the Warsaw Treaty
Organization , when the Red Army has assumed a new role , that of
defending the “Worl d socialist system.” The accommodatio n of the
ethnic factor in the milita ry organization and indoctrination has been
of importance at each stage .

Following the October Revolution , Red Army units were formed in
Ru ssian areas as well as on the territories of newly establishe d =non-Russian Socialist Soviet republics in the western borderlands:
Ukrainian , Latvian , Lithuan ian-Belorussian and Estonian milita ry
formations came into being. But in the chao s of the Civil War and
Allied intervention, these national formations, particularly in the
Ukraine, concentrated on pursuit of their own national objectives , and
by early 1919 the Bolshevik leadership concluded that an integration of
military effort was imperative. Soviet sources quote a telegram by
Lenin to the Ukrainian Soviet government, reproaching the Ukranians
for “playing a game of independence,” and ordering them to coordinate
military activities with the Red Army command, even if this
“temporarily weakens the military situation in the Western Ukraine.”4
An April Resolution of the Control Committee of the Communist Party

• (bolsheviks), (RJcp(b)), called for an unconditional unity of action
between the Soviet republics in the conduct of war. This was followed
by a May 4 Resolution, instructing the Communist parties of the
non-Russian republics to subordinate their military activities to the
Russian Federation;5 It directed that the territory of each republic
should form a military district subordinated to the Revolutiona ry
Military Council of the Russian Federation, and that republics should

2
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TABLE 1. USSR. MAJOR ETH NIC GROUPS
(according to the 1970 Census)

Ethnic Grou p Absolute Figures Per centage of
(millions) the Total

USSR Total 241.7 100
Russians (1) 129.0 53.3
Ukrainians (1) 40.8 16.9

• Uzbecks (4) 9.2 3.8
Belorussians (1) 9.1 3.7
Tata is 5.9 2.4 - 

—

Kazakha (4) 5.3 2.2
Azerba ija ni (2) 4.4 1.8
Armenians (2) 3.6 1.5 - •

GeorgIans (2) 3.8 1.2
Moldavians 2.7 1.1
Lithuanians (3) 2.7 1.1

• Jews 2.2 0.9
Tadzhlks (4) 2.1 0.9
Germans 1.8 0.8
Chuvashi 1.7 0.7
Turkmen (4) 1.5 0.6

- • Kirgiz (4) 1.5 0.6
Latvians (3) 1.4 0.6
Mordvinians 1.3 0.5
Bashkirs 1.2 0.5
Poles (1) 1.2 0.5
Estonians (3) 1.0 0.4
All Others 8.9 3.4

Source: Itogi VsesoluznolPerep lsl Naselenila 1970 goda, Moscow, 1973, v. IV.

Note: The 1970 Soviet Census enumerated 102 national groups, In addition to the
“other ” categor y. The Soviet Union is a federal state with 15 unIon republics : the
national groups which have union republics are underlined above. Other national
groups have lower level autonomous units: autonomous republics, autonomous
regions, auto nomous provinces , and autonomous districts, depending on size.
Some major groups do not have an autonomous status: —J ews, Germans and Poles;
either because they are dispersed (an autonomous unit created for the Jews in
East ern Siberia attracted only a few of them), or because they have their own
state outside the USSR (Poles), or as a punishment for an alleged collabora t ion
with the Germans in World War II (German s and Crimean Tata rs, the latter a part
of the general Tata r group ).

The key: (1)-Slavs
(2)-Caucasians
(3)-Baltics

• (4) - Central Asians
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place their military command structures under the orders of the
Council.6 Appropriate resolutions were passed by the governments of
the Ukrainian , Lithuanian-Belorussian and Latvian Socialist republics in
May,7 and on June 1st the Central Executive Committee of the Russian
Federation adopted a decree of political and military unity of the
Russian, Ukrainian, Latvlan , and Lithuanian-Belrussian Soviet Socialist
republics , “for the struggle with worl d imperialism. ” The decree
establishe d a unifie d Red Army command and single agencies for
recruitment and supp ly, and integrated the republics ’ national military
formations into an overall operational and command structure of the
RSFSR’s Red Army.8 In 1920-21 the system was extended to
Turkestan and to Caucasus. In an exchange with Lenin in 1920, Mikhail
Frunze—then in command in Turkestan—advised against a creation of a
separate Moslem army and staff and recommended instead the
form at ion of local regiments to serve along with Russian regiments in a

• single army . A similar principle was adopted in the Caucasian
Federation in 192l.~ It should be noted , however , that in Kazakhstan
and in North Caucasus it was only in 1928 that the indigenous
nationalities , previously exempted from the draft , were called into
military service for the first time.1°

The establishment of an integrated command structure heavily
dominated by the Ru ssians introduced an element of ethnic conflict as
the minorities resented the Russification imposed on them during army
service . The problem came up at the 12th Congress of the RKP (b) In
April 1 923 in the context of over-all discussion of national relations ,
and was articulated most strongly by the Ukrainians. Mykola Skrypn lk,
one of the Ukrainian leaders, complained that the Army was “an
instrument for Russifying of the Ukrainian and the whole non-Russian
population,”11 a complaint echoed by another Ukrainian delegate:

the Red Arm y is objectively not only an instrument for educating the
peasantry in a proletarian spirit, it is an instrument of Russlficatlon. We
transfer tens of thousands of Ukrainian peasants to Tula and force them to
grasp everything in Russian... Here is the Inertia of the Great Ruwan
command structure ; our top command Is overwhelmingl y Rusalan... 12

The Congress’ debates on the natio nal problem (of which the Red
Arm y question formed only a small part) , resulted in a comprom ise
which provide d for safeguarding of national right s within the
fr amework of overa ll Socialist unity and the promotion of the policy of
korenizatsila, which meant education and promotion of non-Russian s In

4
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all walks of life into positions of eventual equal ity . In reference to the
Red Army the Congress resolved to increase educational work there “in
the spirit of the development of ideas of friendship and brotherhood of
the Soviet natio ns,” and to take steps to organize national military

• formation “taking all necessary measu res to secure full military
preparedness of the repub lics.”13 A Central Committe e resolution of
June 1923 provided for transla t ion and publication of political and
specialized literature for the national milita iy units in their
languages.14

The formatio n of the USSR and the military reform of 1924
officially ushere d the first stage in the development of a unified Red
Army. Defense was placed under the All-Union jurisdiction; na t ional
military forma tions were continued under a unifie d command , in line
with the decisions of the 12th Congress. The military reform included a
5 year plan of the formation of such units , to be organized on a pattern
following that advocated by Frunze earlier. 15 In line with the policy of
korenizatsila, an effort was also made to train non-Russian officer
cadres for service in territorial national regiments. 16

• There is no information on the extent of the implementation of the
korenizatslia policy in the arme d forces , but the limited data on the
ethnic composition of the officer corp s (see below) indicate that ,
except in the case of the Ukrainians, little progress was made. The
change in the political climate by the late twentie s and the early
thirties , the abandonment of korenizatsila in favour of accelerated
integration , and the renewed emphasis on the leading role , in the Soviet
Union , of the Russians because they were “most progre ssive,” were the
key factors in the nonimplementa tion of the principl e of national
equality In the army as well as in other areas. While the national
formations continued de lure, in practice the Russian hegemony
continued.

The second stage in the development of the Red Army was ushered
• by the military reform of 1938. This abolished the national military

formations and replaced them with the principl e of individual
recruitment (kadrovyi printslp), into ethnically-mixed Russian-language
basic units.17 The explanatio n offered for the change stated that , in
view of the prog ress made In the construction of socialism, the national
military units had become obsolete; all Soviet cit izens served in the Red
Army which was recognized by the working people as the defender of
all the Soviet nations and nationalities, and overall cultural progress and
voluntary study of the Russian language made It possible for



non-Russian recruits to serve in ethnically mixed Russian-language
units. Moreover , the technical reorganization of the armed forces and
the increase in international tensions mad e the continued existence of
territorial units dysfunctional to the n~~ds of defense preparedness .18
Commenting on the disbanding of the national units in 1939 Marshal -

Klimenti Voroshilov, the USSR Commissar of Defense stated:

The Red Army is the sole army of the Soviet state on a common and equal
basis. For this reason the existence of separate, small national military
formations, permanently tied to their own territory, contradicted the
fundamentals of the Stalin Constitution and the principles of the
extra-territorial recruitment of our army. ’9

The Red Army entered World War II with units newly reorganized
on multiethnic basis, but in the heat of battle national formations were
resurrected in some cases, because of “the urgent need to form battle

• worthy units in a short time.”20 These included two Kazakh Guard
divisions, Latvian and Estonian infantry corps , the Georgian ,
Azerbaijan i , Armenian and Tadzhik divisions, the Lithuanian and
Uzbek infantry divisions, the Bashkii and Kalmyk cavalry divisions, and
other national formations: these were composed “mainly of officers
and men of one nationality.”21 At the same time a heavy emphasis on
Russian patriotism in defense of the Motherland all but obliterated the
“internationalist” appeal of the Soviet state. In retrospect the
performance of national divisions in the war and heroism of individuals
of various nationalities are much praised ; but the Red Army also has
had to cope with mass defections by non-Russians. With the end of the
war the temporary national formations were disbanded and the Red
Army returned to the 1938 principle of mixed units and individual
recruitment. The October 12, 1967 military law, which reduced the
length of military service from 3 to 2 years, also restated the principle
of compulsory military service for all male citizens and the ethnically
mixed basis for all units.2 2 Milit ary districts are drawn without regard
to national republican boundaries and there are no provisions for local
representation in their command structures.

The third period of development of the Red Army is said to have
begun with its assumption of a new role as the defender of socialism
not only within the USSR but for all the Socialist countries grouped
within the Warsaw Treaty Organization:

Following the emergence of the socialist world system and the
establ ishment of the Warsaw Treaty political and military organization, the
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Soviet Army entered the third stage of its development. The Soviet Armed
Forces have been confronted with new responsible missions. Today the
task of defending socialism inr ’udes the defence of the gains not only of
the peoples of the USSR , but of the other socialist countries as well.23

The assumption of the new role , the beginning of which is not ‘ated
precisely, began to be emphasized in late sixties and early seventies,
following the 1968 Warsaw Pact troops’ invasion of Czechoslovakia, and
as a part of the new thrust toward the integration of Eastern Europe
with the Soviet Union on the basis of “proletarian internationalism.”24
In a general way its role now is reminiscent of the role played by the
Russian Federation’s army vis-a-vis the military formations of the other
republics in the pre- 1924 period. It may be worth noting here that the
Soviet experience in the development of armed forces in a
multinational state is considered by Soviet sources to be “of major

• significance for the strengthening of cooperation between the socialist
countries on the basis of the Warsaw Pact.”25

The role of the Red Army in furthering the goal of national
integration is not only explicitly acknowledged but is also considered to
be of primary importance, the emphasis which complements
professional training. John Erickson observes that “preserving the army
and the armed forces as a national-ideological school of the nation
seems to be on a point of becoming almost counter-productive . . . “; he
acknowledges, nevertheless, that the army’s political role form s an
essential part of an “Army-Party” compact.26

The party sees the army as the school of the nation , and political - -
~

education , individual recruitment base, ethnically mixed units, and the
training program, are all designed to mould the multiethnic manpower
into a unitary product , a soldier imbued with the spirit of “Soviet
patriotism,” with undivided loyalty to the Soviet Union, to the party,
and to the ideas of “proletarian internationalism” at home and
abroad .27 The value of such indoctrination for the Red Army’s combat
effectiveness is obvious; as one Soviet general put it, it serves “to knit
soldiers together into a monolithnic combat group to be reflected in
enhanced combat readiness.”28 The no less Important byproduct is the
educational and hopefully value-forming experience each conscript
takes with him into civilian life after army service. This is particularly
important in the case of non-Russians.

Leomd Brezhnev, Secretary General of the CPSU Central
t Committee, describes the Soviet army as “a special kind of army in that

it is a school that fosters feelings of brotherhood , solidarity and mutual

- 
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respect among all Soviet nations and nationalities.”29 Mixed units and
individual recruitment programs are considered necessary for the
success of integration efforts; and internationalist education is the key
task to be carried out by the armed forces:

The Communist Party has always considered, -and still considers that the
military units, mixed from the national point of view, are the basic
organizational form of the armed forces, the form which follows from the
international nature of the Soviet power. The mixed units are the best wa
to educate the personnel in the spirit of friendship of the Soviet peoples.3

The entire mode of life of the Soviet Army and Navy promotes cohesion
and friendship among the fighting men of different nationalities. At the
same time the internationalist education of the personnel constitutes one
of the key tasks facing the commanders, political bodies, Party and YCL
(Young Communist League) organizations in the units. Realization of the
role played by the USSR today evokes in Soviet servicemen a feeling of

• legitimate patriotic pride, a readiness to defend their multinational
Motherland... 31

The potential recruit is first exposed to the integration impact of the
military service in the one year of preinduction training. Established in
1967 as a substitute for the reduction in length of the military service,
the preinduc tion training is carried out at the rayon (district) level at
schools, factories and collective farms by regular army instructors
(many of whom are in reserves) under the overall supervision of the
Ministry of Defense. While formal political instruction is not included
in the training, there is a strong emphasis on the so-called
“military-patriotic education” (with the YCL prominently involved)
and on elements of social control , such as discipline, and patriotism.32
For non-Russian youths (educated in the local language schools)
preinduction training may be the first exposure to instruction in
Russian. The level of preinduction training, however , varies from area
to area , and instruction in Russian in the nat ional areas may not always
be available.

The recruit really becomes immersed in the “international”
environment with the moment of induction , when he enters, from a
recruit depot onwards, the ethnically mixed Russian-speaking milieu.
For a Russian the change is minimal, but a member of an ethnic
minority, particularly If of peasant origIn, fin ds himself in an alien
environment and facing a loss of ethnic identity. By virtue of sheer
numbe rs Russians form a majority in the mixed units, but other
national group members find a few co-nationals there . The Russian

8
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language is the working and the social language of the armed forces.
This is logical as Russian is not only the majority language but also the
Soviet ling~a franca, and in the context of Soviet national relations it
has always been considered the key instrument of national integration.
Under the USSR Constitution the non-Russians have, in their national
areas, the right to education , publications and cultural pursuits in their
national languages; with Russian taught as the second language and in
many cases learned badly or not at all (see Table 2.) But in the armed
forces, where any concessions to ethnic autonomy ended with the
refo rm of 1938, the Russian langu age is the sole medium “in which
instruction and education in the Armed Forces are conducted ,” and is
seen as “an important means of strengthening the international ties
uniting Soviet fightin g men.”33 All the military publications , from high
level professional journals to unit newspapers and training manuals, are
printed in the Russian language. The exclusive use of Russian places an
additional burden on a minority soldier whose knowledge of the
language is poor. Soviet sources report that such soldiers are being
helped by their fellows;34 but considering the known killing pace of
basic training and additional time consumed for political
indoctrination , the amount of such assistance, even if freely given ,
cannot be extensive . There are no indications that any formal
instruction in the Russian language is provided for soldiers who need it.

The environment thus created is in itself a potent force for
integration. This is then reinforced by extensive and all-pervading
system of political indoctrination to which men and officers are
exposed. The system is directed by the armed services Main Political 4
Administration (MPA) and constitutes also one of the main
responsibilities of the party and YCL organizations in military
formations. Professional officer cadres also are supposed to assist. As
Marshal Grechko has instructed the 1974 graduating class of military
academies, one of their tasks—to be conducted under guidance of the
party and the YCL—is to inculcate in the soldiers “the high communist

p principles, feelings of Soviet patriotism and proletarian internationalism
and a constant readiness to defend the achievements of socialism.”35
The national integration forms one of the main themes in the political
education system. As a prominent Tadzhik scholar and propagandist ,
and an ex-high party official put it:

During their term of active service representatives of different peoples pass
through an excellent school of internationalist education. The process of
the nations drawing closer together is developing rapidly and
tempestuously in the Armed Forces as in the country as a whole. 36

9
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TABLE 2. USSR. FLUENCY IN RUSSIAN
AND URBANI ZATION OF MAJOR ETHNIC GROUPS

Percentage of Ethnic Percentage of
Groups Which Claim Ethnic Groups
Russian As Mother Which Claim Fluency

Tongue In Russian As A Percentage
Second Language Of Urbanization

Ukrainians 14.2 36.3 49
Belorussians - 19.0 49.0 44
Moldavians 4.1 36.1 20
Azerbaijani 1.3 16.6 40
Armenians 7.5 30.1 65
Georgians 1.3 21.3 44
Kazakhs 1.6 41.8 27
Uzbeks 0.5 14.5 25
Tadzhik s 0.6 15.4 26
Turkmen 0.8 15.4 31
Kirgiz 0.3 19.1 15
Lithuanians 1.5 35.9 47
Latvians 4.6 45.2 53
Estonians 4.4 29.0 55
Tatars 10.0 62.5 55
Germans 30.0 59.6 46
Chu iashi 13.0 58.4 23
Mordvinians 2.3 65.7 36
Bashkirs 4.7 53.3 27
Ossetins 5.4 58.6 53
Jews 78.2 16.3 98
Poles 20.7 37.0 45

Source: As in Table 1. Pp. 9, 10, 20, 27 and 28.

Note 1. The Ossetins are a much smaller group in numbers (488,000 in 1970) but
are included here because they are visibly present in the armed forces.
Note 2. USSR percentage of urbanization in 1970 was 56 percent.

10 
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There are three keynotes in the national integration theme.
“Proletarian Intern ationalism” emphasizes the unity based in common
working class consciousness of the Soviet peoples under the leadership
of its vanguard—the Communist Party. “Soviet Patriotism” inculcates
loyalty to the socialist Motherland , and “Friendship of the Peoples”
formula describes an alleged process of the Soviet nations and
nationalities “ever growing closer together,” the process whereby their
common features grow and particularistic features gradually disappear.
These concepts have formed a steady diet in the military political
education endeavours, but in the early seventies they began to receive
an exceptionally strong emphasis, reflecting the party’s perception of
the growing problem of ethnic nationalism,37 and in connection with
the celebrations of three relevant anniversaries: the 50th anniversary of
the formation of the Soviet Union , Lenin’s centenary, and the 25th
anniversary of the victory in the “Great Patriotic War. ”

The Resolution of the Central Committee of the CPSU adopted at
• the 50th Anniversary of the USSR specifically instructed the Ministry

of Defense of the USSR and the Main Political Administrations of the
Soviet Army and the Navy to issue orders to commanders, MPA units
and party organizations to prepare a broad scale educational campaign
and a program of mass political work in the armed forces designed to

further strengthen the friendship and fraternal relations among soldiers of
all nationalities, fostering in them a pride in the achievements of our
Motherland, and strengthening their sense of the community of socialist
countries and their readiness to defend the revolutionary gains of the
peoples.38

Examples of national Integration indoctrination campaigns may
serve to illustrate the themes, the scope and the forms and methods
used. In the Transcaucasus Military District, for example,39 the plans
for a campaign on the national integration theme were prepared by the
District’s Military Council and approved in a joint session between the
MPA and the first secretaries of the three republics included in the
District: Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan. The topics of the campaign
were Lenin’s theory of national relations, the party’s nationality policy,
“achievements of fraternal Soviet republics in communist construction,
the party’s revolutionary , combat and labour traditions, and the people
and the Army.” In the course of the campaign officers were directed
“to study Lenin’s theoretical legacy systematically and in depth in
order to acquire a profound Leninist understanding of the national

11



question and . . . . the meaning and purpose of the party ’s struggle for
its solution.” A number of garrisons held theoretical conferences on the
subject. Indoctrination of soldiers and noncommissioned officers was
carried out in political study groups, the main subject of which was
“the theme of Friendship and Troop comradeship—the Most Important
Military Tradition in the Soviet Armed Forces,” as well as “questions of
national relations and Leninist ideas of friendship among peoples.” The
campaign was not limited to internal activity within the military, but
included also the local population in mutual interaction with military
personnel. Throughout the District , meetings were held explaining to
the soldiers the sources of unity between the three republics (“joint
struggle by workers of the Caucasus in indissoluble friendship with the
Russian workers”). Local veterans of the Communist movement
addressed many of them. Lectures and speakers were exchanged
between the military and the localities (units in Armenia heard 800
lectures by civilian speakers in 1969-70), and cultural personages of the
republics addressed officers clubs. At the same time “hundreds of
servicemen” gave talks in local enterprises , schools, and collective
farms. Local press carried appropriate articles, and arts festivals were
held by the military with the local artists.4°

A similar campaign was also described in the Kiev Military
District.4 1 This was mapped in a series of conferences between the
MPA and the Ukrainian party and YCL leaders. Its leitmotiv was “the j
ideal of Soviet patriotism and the internationalist duty to defend
socialist achievements.” Here also Lenin’s theory of national relations
was a subject of independent study. At thematic evenings dedicated to
“friendship of the peoples” and achievements of the union republics,
soldiers of appropriate nationality told others how their national areas
“flowered” under the Soviet rule. One such evening featured
nationalities of North Caucasus; another—a Chechen-Ingush, an Ossetin,
a Belorussian and an UkraInian. “Days of the Republics” were also
held , when soldiers returning from short leaves at home addressed
groups of their fellows. The study of Russian was given “a significant
amount of attention ,” and special study groups were formed for
soldiers who were not fluent in Russian. An interesting aspect of this
campaign was that part of it was devoted to the new “internationalist”
role of the Red Army. “A great deal of party attention” was directed at
educating “privates and sergeants in the spirit of love and respect for
peoples and armies of socialist countries,” with special emphasis on the
“essence of proletarian internationalism,” on “propagandizing

12
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experience gained in joint  mi l i t a ry  actions waged by
soldiers-internationalists ,” and on “the goals and tasks of the Warsaw
Treaty Organization.”42

Before proceeding to the evaluation of the impact the service in the
Red Army has on the integration of non-Russians into the prevalent
“Soviet” model within the army and in subsequent civilian life , it is
useful to assess the extent to which the ethnic composition of the
armed forces and its officer corps reflects the ethnic composition of the
population. Self-perception in terms of relative stinding is important in
attitude formation and in the soldiers’ willingness to identify
themselves with the required model.

Hard dat a on the subject of the ethnic composition of the Soviet
armed forces are rarely available, but projections can be made on the
basis of the figu res given and ethnic analysis of names. The Tsarist army
was ethnically predominantly Russian, particularly in its officer corps ,
and, as noted above , excluded many subject nationalities from the
military service. While some influx of minority recruits into Red Army
units undoubtedly took place during the Civil War , by the end of it the
army was still three-fourth Russian and 95 percent Slavic in ethnic
composition: figures given for the end of the Civil War list 77.6 percent
Russians, 13.7 percent Ukrainians, 4 percent Belorussians and 4.7
percent Latvians, Tatars, Bashkirs and others among Red Army
personnel.43 In 1972 Marshal Grechko reported that at the time of the
formation of the Soviet Union (1924), the non-Russian army personnel
constituted only 25 percent of the total , as compared with their 47
percent share in the total population.44 No ethnic breakdown is
available for the officer corps in the period, but at the beginning of the
korenizatsiia campaign (where minorities were encouraged to enter
officer schools), the Army-Navy schools in Petrograd had 2,354 cadets -

in training, of whom 83 percent were Russians, 4 percent were j
Ukrainians and 3 percent were Jews; with Latvians, Estonians, Poles
and Germans each accounting for approximately 1 percent; the
remaining 6 percent were Tatars, Bashkirs and others.4S

No comparable figures are available for the current period. In view
of the universal military service, however, it may be assumed that the
ethnic composition of Soviet servicemen by and large reflect s the ethnic
composition of the population , particularly in the ground forces.
Technical services are known to receive a higher proportion of educated
youth, and thus their composition is undoubtedly biased in favour of
the Russians and national groups which are relatively better educated
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and more economically developed. No information is available on the
NC(Ys, but there also a similar bias is likely to be present , enhanced
also by the voluntary nature of enlistment.

The officer corps, by all indications, are heavily dominated by the
Russian cadre, but include members of other ethnic groups, primarily
other Slays; Marshal Grechko himself was of Ukrainian ethnic origin.
Recruitment into the officer s corps requires high educational
qualifications and fluent Russian, which exclude most members of
some national groups, such as Central Asians. It is also voluntary and
thus depends on attitudes: preference for a military career , perception
of status and expectations of advancement. Ukra inians and Belorussians
meet these criteria; also some Asian groups settled within the Russian
Federation (RSFSR), who are relatively bilingual (see table 2), and have
traditionally entered military service. These are represented in the
officer corps: the Tatars, the Chuvashi, the Mordvinians and, among
smaller groups, the Ossetins.

Figures for the non-Russian officers in the Army and the Air Force
basic officer ranks (osnovnaia massa ofitserov) were given for 1943 (see
table 3). Assuming that the total number of officers was an
approximate half a million,46 the figures indicate that during the war
ethnic Russians constituted an approximate 90 percent of the officer
corps. The other two largest groups were the Ukrainians (an
approximate 5 percent) and the Belorussians (an approxImate 0.2
percent). A similar ethnic breakdown for senior artillery officers for the
same year (see table 3) (no figures are available for the total), also
indicated that the Ukrainians and the Belorussians were the second and
third group among officers. Thus during the war the Soviet officers
cadre were overwhelmingly Slays. Other nationalities listed included the
Tatars, Georgians, Armenians, Mordvinians, Chuvashi and the Ossetins,
in the art illery also Bashkirs, Moldavians and Kazakhs. The breakdown
is interesting not only because of the groups Included, but also for the
omissions. With the exceptions of a few Kazakhs, there are no Central
Asians (the Uzbeks were then the fourth largest national group in the
population) and no Azerbaijani. The absence of the Balts is
understandable, as the three Baltic republics were not part of the Soviet
Union prior to World War II.

There is no information on ethnic composition of the junior office rs
in the post-war period. Some approximate guesses can be made on the
basis of a social origin survey of a sample of 1,000 junIor lieutenants, :~lieutenants and senior lieutenants, carried out by the Army newspaper,
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TABLE 3. USSR-SOVIET ARMY OFFICERS:
Ethnic Breakdown , 1943

Ethnic Group Basic Office r Ranks Senior Artillery
- Officers

Ukrainians 28,000 6,000
-‘ Belorussinas 5,305 1,246

Armenians 1,079 240
Tatars 1,041 173
GeorgIans 800 129
Chuvashi 405 -

Mordvinians 383 99
Ossetins 251 -
Moldavians - 49
K.azakhs - 25
Bashkirs 22

Source: CoL P. Rtishchev, “Lenlnskaia natsional’naia politika i
stroltel’stvo Sovetsklkh Vooruzhennykh Sil,” Voennoistoricheskii
Zhumal, No. 6, June 1974, p. 7.

I
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Krasnaia Zvezda, in l969 .~7 This reveals that 82.5 percent of the
lieutenants came from the factory and office v,~rkers’ families and only
17.5 percent from the collective farms, and that one in four had a
higher education. Urb an social origin of the majority indicates a bias in
the sample in favour of more modernized nationalities. Of the sample’s
national origins it is said that it included members of 30 nationalities;
those listed include all of the union republics’ national groups , except
the Turkmen.48 -

Ethnic , characteristics of senior officers are never discussed, but an
analysis here is made easier because lists of general officers are
frequently available. In most cases names indicate the bearer’s ethnic
origin.49 Four representat ive samples were used here to estimate ethnic
origin of the Soviet Armed Forces’ High Command: a list of all the
“generals of the Army” appointed between 1940 (when the rank was
established), and 1975 (59 names), a list of general officers—members
of the 1974 USSR Supreme Soviet (55 names), a list of general officers
who were promoted , decorated , died , or travelled abroad in Soviet
delegations in 1975 and the first half of 1976 (42 names), and a list of
general officers , members of the CPSU leading organs between 1952
and 1976 (100 names). Inevitably some individuals appear in more than
one sample. Among the generals of the army 91 percent were Slays (60
percent Russians, 20 percent Ukrainians, 4 percent Belorussians, 7
percent Slays who could have been members of either group and
including two Poles) and 9 percent were of non-Slavic origin (two
names were Turkic, two Jewish).50 Ninety-five percent of general
officers, members of the USSR Supreme Soviet, were of Slavic origin

- (80 percent Russians, 15 percent Ukrainians), 5 percent were of other
ethnic origins.51 The 1975-76 sample revealed a similar breakdown: 95
percent Slays and 5 percent non-Slays; the latter two individuals , one an
Armenian , another of Germanic origin.52

The military contingent In the CPSU leading organs comprised the
Who’s Who of the Soviet Armed Forces’ professional-political elite in
the last 25 years. It included ministers and deputy ministers of Defense,
commanders in chief of the services, commanders of most military
districts, heads of main political administrations in the key services and
a few distinguished veterans such as marshals Voroshilov and Budenny.
Ninety-six percent of this group were Slays, an estimated 78 percent
Russians and 18 percent Ukrainians, Belorussians and Poles. Only four
indivIduals (4 percent), were ethnically non-Slays, among them Marshal
Ivan Khrlstoforovlch Bagramyan, an Armenian, two officers of
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probable Jewish origin, and one with a Germanic (Jewish?) name (see
table 4).

As shown in the above analysis, the Red Army’s high command is
composed almost exclusively of Slays, mostly Russians. The Ukrainians
and Belorussians, and the few others who “made it ,” are , for all
practic al purposes, Russified. All the evidence also indicates that the
Slays have a higher share in general officers corps than in the population
at large. This is not surprising if, in addition to their weight in the
population , one considers traditions of military service which go back
to Tsarist times, and their relatively high degree of urb anization and
educational standing. Members of other groups present also reflect their
group’s degree of assimilation, relative economic standing and attitudes.
Among those absent , or at least invisible , one should note Central Asian
Moslems (20 million strong in 1970) and members of the Baltic nations
which, while small, stand the highest in the Soviet Union on the scale of
educat ion and economic development. Also, with a few exceptions,
there are no Jews.

In the evaluation of the impact the Red Army service has on the
national integration of military personnel it should be noted that the
problem does not arise in the case of ethnic Russians who form the
backbone of the service. In a very real sense it is “their” army in
traditions, organization and over all esprit des coips. For them , the
thrust of the indoctrination on the theme of the “friendship of the
people” (as distinct from general political indoctrination which is not
the subject of this paper) is designed to develop the sense of accepting
the non-Russians as comrades-in-arms and to imbue them with a sense
of responsibility for helping minority members to become good Scviet
soldiers, i.e., to carry out their “leading role” in the Soviet “fraternal
family.” It is difficul t to judge how effective this is. The concept of 4“Soviet patriotism” presents no special problems to a Russian soldier as
it Is largely equated with the old concept of Russian patriotism and
loyalty to Mother Russia.

In discussing the impact on other ethnic groups a distinction should
be made among members of the professional cadre—officers and
NCO’s—and ordinary servicemen. The professional cadre—men who
voluntarily chose military career as a profession—have already made a
conscious decision to integrate on entering the service, and to pay the
price of Russification necessary for advancement In what is still
basically a Russian army. On the face of available evidence this seems a
fair assumption. Their integration Into a prevalent model largely a fair
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TABLE 4. SOVIET ARMED FORCES. GENER AL OFFICERS ,
MEMBERS OF THE CPSU LEADING ORG ANS, 1952-76

CPSU Leading Organ Slays Non-Slays Total
Russians Other

Central Committee :
members 35 4.1. 23- 41
candidate member s 36 io2.~ 46

Central Auditing Commission:
members 7 4 2t 13

Total 78 18 4 100
\96~~

1. Two Ukrainians, two probable Ukrainians.
2. Eight probable Ukrainians, two Poles.
3. Marshal Ivan Khristoforovich BaW~amyan, Tret ’yak , Ivan Moiseyevich.
4. Dragunsky, David Abra movich, Kreizer, Yakov Grogo r ’evich.

Note: Secretary General, L. L Brezhnev is not included, notwithstanding his new
title of Marshal of the Soviet Union (May, 1976).

Source: The Composition of Leading Organs of the CPSU (1952-1976), compiled
by Herwig Kiaus. Supplement to the Radio Libert y Research Bulletin.
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accompli, this group will not be furthe r considered in this section.53 It
might be added here , however , that the officer cadre (excluding the
officers in the MPA) (like professionals in general) tend to resist fine
points of ideological indoctrination and to resent the time consumed by
political education in the service. There is some evidence also that the
younger officers , like educated Soviet youth in general , tend to be more
cynical and more questioning toward the official party line, and in
some cases may be vulnerable to appeals by civil rights—national
dissidents.54

The effect the Army service has on the integration of non-Russian
servicemen should be assessed in two different aspects: first , in their
functional integrat ion; secondly, in a change of their national attitudes.
In terms of functional integrat ion the question to ask is to what extent
military service enhances a non-Russian soldier’s ability to function
effectively in an integrated environment inclusive of the facility to use
the Russian language, the ability that, after the service, makes him
socIally and geographically mobile. In terms of attitudes it is important
to assess to what extent the service undermines ethnic nationalism,
develops the man’s identification with the goals of the political system
and his loyalty to the Soviet Motherland. In both cases the impact
differs for members of different groups, depending on cultural
background and the degree of assimilation.

There is little doubt that the Army service has a major impact ~~functional integration of non-Russians. It breaks down their ethnic
insularity and exposes them to contacts with the Russians and other
national groups on a daily basis. It also, willy filly, forces them to
acquire at -least a rudimentary working knowledge of Russian. Many
tend to settle in urban-industrial areas after military service, and there is
evidence that some marry Russian girls and/or leave their national area
altogether. The denationalization impact of the army service on
non-Russian conscripts, particularly the Ukrainians, is decried by a
Ukrainian national dissident:

Now we cannot even speak of minimal safeguards for the most elementa ry
national interests of Ukrain ian youth (as well as for the youth of other
Republics) In the Army. Millions of young Ukra inian men come home after
several years’ service nationally disorientated and linguistically demor alized
and become in their turn a force exerting an influen ce for Ruu iflcation on
other young people and on the population at large. Not to mention that a
considerable number of them do not retu rn to the Ukraine at alL It Is not
hard to ln9lne how tremendously damag ing all this Is for national
development. ~
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Western experts also agree that the integration impact of the Army is
strong even in the case of Central Asian Moslems, the least assimilated
group among non- Russian nations:

it is the army which is the principal instrument of the russification of the
Muslims .. . Military service is for many young Muslims, and particularly
those coming from the country, their first direct contact with foreigners.
For some it is the only chance they have of becoming acquainted with the
Russian language, of which previously they knew nothing. Sometimes it is
a decisive experience wh ich affects a Muslim ’s whole life by breaking down
the cultural barriers separating him from the Russians.56

At the same time, given the universal character of military service
and the many years in which it has been operating, the impact , as
revealed by statistics of urb anization, bilingualism (see table 2),
settlement patterns and intermarriage seems rather small. The incidence
of interethnic marriages is growing, but is largely confined to urban
areas and is still rather low.57 The ethnic settlement pattern in 1970
reveals that with the exception of the Russians, and to a lesser extent
Ukrainians and Belorussians and diaspora nationalities, only a fraction
of the population of major national groups reside outside their national
republics and even those tend to remain in their contiguous areas.58 In
the case of major ethnic groups, the bilinguals still only rarely exceed
more than a half of their total numbers. In terms of linguistic
assimilation in 1970, 13 million non-Russians declared Russian as their
mother tongue (14 percent of the non-Russian population).59 Given
the period of time passed since the Revolution this can be seen either as
a great achievement, or as a rather meager result of a sustained effort of
more than 40 years, depending on a point of view. Undoubtedly the
army service has played an import ant role in the popularization of the
language. On the evidence of Soviet ethnographers, the army service
ranked third, behind Russian-language schools and work contacts, as
the factor instrumental in the learning of the Russian language by
non-Russians.60

The impact of army service and its political education program on
ethnic attitudes is more difficul t to assess. It would be unrealistic to
expect that a national conditioning developed from childhood can be
overcome in a period of from 2 to 3 years. This seems especially
unlikely in the environment where, despite lip service to “fra ternal
Soviet family of nations,” the Russian fact hits a non-Russian soldier
squarely in the face, and under the exposure to indoctrination which is
as crude as It is endlessly tedious, and by its very repetitiveness and
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fictitious assertions tends to be counterproductive . Soviet sources
include references to nationalist and religious prejudices in the service
(the latter most frequently applied to Moslem soldiers), and
manifestations of “nationalist conceit.” Commanders are said to
underestimate or ignore harmful nationalistic prejudices among
servicemen,6’ and it is admitted that nationalist survivals continue to
exist in “the minds of some people ,” with the blame assigned to the
“imperialist propaganda” and “right” and “left” opportunism.62 A
Soviet lieutenant colonel, very aptly, called the Soviet Army “a mirror
of contemporary Soviet society,” a statement which perhaps best
reflects the limits of the army impact on attitude formation:

In the general conditions of the social environment in which Soviet troops
live and serve there are examples of the social and class distinctions
inherent in our society ; differences in the standards of organization and
discipline of the representatives of the two allied classes of workers and
collectivized peasantry, differences between manual workers and those
doing brain work, and also special national traits.63

In the Soviet society at large the evidence is strong that ethnic
nationalism has been growing among union republic nations; at the
same time a trend towards assimilation into the surrounding Russian
majority has been noted among most national groups with area of
settlement within the RSFSR, and among diaspora groups.64 Both
trends seem to be reflected in the Red Army i~~ the visibility of the
national groups in the professional cadres, anc~ n the apparent impact
(or lack thereof) military service has on their integration into the Soviet
society. Evidence available is inadequate to draw any definitive
conclusions, but it seems that , with one signi ficant exception, the army
service has little Impact on the national integration of groups, among
whom ethnic nationalism is on the increase, but that it is a potent
factor in furthering integration of groups which are already on an
upward assimilation curve. It can be hypothesized further , that , in the
case of unassimilated and least modernized national groups, functional
integration promoted in the period of military service may actually
serve to strengthen the ranks of their national elites which have acted as
spokesmen for the new ethnic nationalism, as in the case, particularly,
of the Moslems of Central Asia and Azerbaijan.

The one significant exception are the Slavs,—Ukraiians,
Belorussinas and Poles,—the first , the most numerous, and the most
important among the non-Russian ethnic groups in the Soviet Union.
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Because of the close cultural affinity to the Russians, the Slays are
highly vulnerable to Russification , the vulnerability of which the
Ukrainians particularly are very much aware, as seen in statements
quoted above. For the Slays the Red Army service seems to be a
powerful factor in furthering their integration into the Soviet society
and indeed in their RussifIcation , both in functional and attitudinal
terms, as seen in their visibility in the officer corps and in the command
structure . Among the Slays the Ukrainians are a special case, not only
because of their numbers. The Ukraine, more than any other of the
Soviet republics, has experienced , in the post-World War II period , a
strong upsurge of ethnic nationalism and in recent times (as also In the
twenties), has been the focus of the ethnic conflict in Soviet national
relations. At the same time, however , outside their republic, they are
assimilating to the point that they are second only to the Russians in
promoting Soviet national integration among other ethnic groups.

In the case of other major union republic nationalities little evidence
exists that the Red Army service has played any role in their attitudinal
integration; Georgians and Armenians and the three Baltic nations are
all historical nationalities with a strong sense of separate national
identity and all have shown signs of growth of ethnic nationalism. For
them, also, the functional integration role of the army service is less
important , because they all have high educational quotient and
relatively high degree of economic development (Latvians and
Estonians staAd the highest on the Soviet scale). The two Caucasian
groups, particularly the Armenians, are visible in the officer corps, (as
they are also in the All-Union service), but there is little evidence of
their denationalization. The Baltic nations—probably because of their
small numbers as much as because of their attitudes—are not visible.
For Central Asian Moslems and the Azerbaija ru , the army service is very
important in terms of functional integration, as mentioned above, but it
seems to have had no impact on their attitudes, and indeed may, in the
long run , contribute to the growth of ethnic nationalism in their
republics, by facilitating the transition of Moslem youth from the
insularity of their villages to their republic’s political arena. Their
absence from the officer corps, despite their significant share in the
Soviet population, seems to be the function of cultural attitudes as
much as their still relatively low level of modernization.

In summary, the Red Army plays a significant role as an instrument
of functional Integration of all the Soviet non-Russian nations and
nationalities and appears to be effective in attitudinal integration of
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autonomous and smaller nationalities and, in part also, of the Slavic
groups. But Army service seems to have had little effect in
counteracting ethnic nationalism of major union republic nations. The
fact that national integration in the armed forces is for all practical
purposes synonymous with Russification may be a strong contributing
factor to this failure. -

Because of the relatively small size of nonintegrated groups (except
Central Asian Moslems) and their absence in the officer corps (except
the Ukrainians) this failure in attitudinal integration does not seem to
be at present an important variable in the combat effectiveness of the
Soviet armed forces , although in the long run it may become a major
problem if Central Asian and Ukrainian nationalism continues to
grow.65 It is however , perceived as a weakness in the Army and in the
society at large, and is a matter of major concern. In the armed forces
this concern is reflected in the emphasis on integrated organization and

— training and in the importance attached to political indoctrination.
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